
Grow wisely.

Mortgage and Consumer Loan Servicing Suite 
LoanServ and LoanServ Account Connect

Decrease your servicing costs  | Mitigate your risk  | Improve borrowers’ engagement





LoanServ helps you administer mortgages, retail 
loans, and lines of credit in a way that improves 
your productivity and lowers your servicing 
costs. The solution is the industry-premier, 
comprehensive loan servicing solution for all of 
your servicing needs (from loan boarding and 
cashiering to escrow and default management). 

All of this is done in a fully real-time 
environment, avoiding any challenges associated 
with managing a multi-day process when using 
a batch update or memo-post system. LoanServ 
helps you exceed the expectations of your 
investors, auditors, and borrowers with up-to-the 
minute accuracy for all loan servicing activities.
Staying compliant with an array of regulations 
can be a challenge and LoanServ helps you 
meet that challenge with a highly adaptable 
approach using control parameters and 
configurable workflows to complete processes.  
This adaptability also provides you the ability 
to manage to your policies above and beyond 
regulatory requirements.

LoanServ Account Connect helps you improve 
borrowers’ engagement with easy to use digital 
self-service for their mortgages, retail loans, and 
lines of credit. Available on any device, this portal 
technology is a private-label solution for you to 
provide a branded digital experience for your 
borrowers to perform common activities related 
to their loan in a cost-efficient way.  

Discover how LoanServ and LoanServ Account 
Connect can help you succeed as a world-
class servicing suite and how Sagent Lending 
Technologies is a different kind of technology 
provider, partnering with you every step of the 
way. 

LoanServ
LoanServ Features

Impactful workflow automation 
Your productivity and the quality of your loan servicing 
operation will improve with the automated workflows 
that you create. These workflows help you reduce your 
regulatory risk by allowing you to enforce your own 
policies and procedures.

For instance, you can automate your inbound call 
process. As an inbound call arrives, your customer 
service agent will be presented with a popup screen that 
includes pertinent loan data. Workflow automation of 
this process includes options for frequently performed 
actions such as updating a borrower’s email address, 
logging the call reason, or waiving a fee. The automated 
workflow ensures that all required steps are performed 
by the agent, increasing service quality for the borrower.

Innovative investor support 
Make reporting and reconciliation easier for your 
secondary market team. From GSE to private, any 
investor can be managed easily in LoanServ.

Incorporate any servicing agreement with an interactive, 
easy-to-use agreement input. This input ensures that 
the system and your secondary market team follows 
the rules of the servicing agreement beyond reporting 
calculations to controlling what actions are allowed in 
default.  



GSE reporting is standard in LoanServ. You can clone 
standard reporting workflows and adapt them to 
private investor requirements. You also can respond 
to new requirements and build entirely new reporting 
workflows using a huge inventory of data fields. 
Investors’ need for more information and rapid data 
turnaround is fulfilled in LoanServ with complete real-
time reporting capabilities with reports and data feeds 
that are managed by you.

LoanServ helps you eliminate wasted time for your 
secondary market team by supporting the real-time 
transfer of loans, the real-time posting of payments, 
and being able to report all activity to an investor 
as you close the day. Your associates no longer have 
to wait for overnight cycles to set up new investors 
and assign loans. This additional time saved leads to 
improved productivity and decreased risk overall for 
your secondary market team.

Support of all loan types 
LoanServ has a holistic lending environment that 
allows you to keep consumer and real estate loans and 
lines of credit on the same system to reduce the cost 
of servicing by achieving staffing efficiencies. You only 
need to train your associates on one servicing system 
vs. many different, heavily-siloed systems. 

Eliminate delays and wait times 
With LoanServ, servicing transactions occur 
immediately due to real-time processing.

Your associates don’t have to wait multiple days to 
perform complex corrections. For example, if they 
need to reverse 12 payments, change the interest 
rate, re-apply 3 payments, change the interest rate 
again, and then apply remaining payments, they can 
do it all in one session, and not have to wait overnight 
for the transactions to process. 

Complex adjustments can be done in minutes with 
immediate response. This helps you respond quickly 
and eliminates the risk of mistakes and additional 
delays that may occur when the work is spread 
out over multiple days. LoanServ processes bulk 
transactions, such as remote payment files, lockbox 
files, and loan boarding files as they are received 
during the day. This real time processing helps make 
managing clearing accounts easier and ensures that 
you can meet deadlines with less work.  

Decrease your servicing costs 
Reap the rewards of automation 
Boost your efficiency and decrease your costs through 
automation and scripting that takes account updates 
and applies them across the system to reduce the 
time your associates dedicate to manual data entry. 
This also helps reduce costly user errors and ensures 
better quality of service for your borrowers. 

Gain efficiencies with support beyond mortgages 
While LoanServ supports mortgages and HELOCs, 
LoanServ also supports unsecured lines of credit and 
loans for the retail consumer market. 



Other consumer loan support elements include open 
and closed term products, variable and fixed interest 
rates, direct and indirect lending support complete 
with dealer reporting, and nearly any type of collateral 
from vehicles and equipment to securities and money 
instruments.

Reduce your costs by eliminating the use of multiple 
systems to support various loan products and even find 
cost efficiency by removing staff redundancies in both 
back office and borrower-facing functions.  

Reduce worry with risk management tools
With a comprehensive view of the borrower and policies 
and procedures you can easily enforce, LoanServ 
provides unique tools to quickly and easily manage your 
risk. 

Avoid batch processing failures 
LoanServ uses real-time processing with built-in speed 
and efficiency designed to eliminate batch processing 
failures and the associated operational risk. 

LoanServ helps you stay compliant  
Regulations and guidelines may be difficult to manage, 
but LoanServ helps you maintain compliance in a highly 
configurable manner. Automated processes ensure 
tasks are completed with guidelines, while parameters 
afford you the flexibility to enact company policy. 
This combined approach helps you manage a variety 
of servicing regulations for all types of retail loans, 
mortgages, and lines of credit. 

Train your employees more efficiently with an 
intuitive, modern user interface
LoanServ has an intuitive and modern UI design that is 
a pleasure to use and makes training employees easier. 
You’ll save a significant amount of time training your 
associates on LoanServ and your employees will thank 
you for it. Featuring a natural navigation based on 
servicing terms, LoanServ provides your team with a 
better workday experience, improving productivity and 
employee morale. Support a more diverse workforce 
today with a modern interface. 
 

Gain efficiencies with better loan boarding tools
Waiting for process transactions while boarding loans 
can be a significant burden on your loan servicing 
operation and have a detrimental effect on your 
borrowers. You can’t wait multiple days to load a 
seasoned portfolio, nor can you alienate new 
borrowers by not being able to provide service even 
before servicing begins. Supercharge your servicing 
operation and activate loans faster with speedy loan 
boarding through LoanServ.

Adding acquired loans to your portfolio has never 
been simpler. When you transfer loan servicing from 
another institution to your organization, you can 
add them to LoanServ in minutes, not days. The loan 
boarding engine LoanServ uses can reduce your time 
to board loans, reducing your servicing blackout 
period. This, in turn, reduces the number of inbound 
calls your associates are forced to handle, reducing 
delinquency because of payments not posting, and 
decreasing complaints, leading to more satisfied 
borrowers. 

Your servicing associates can begin work on new loans 
right away instead of having to wait days to start 
servicing them. Start servicing loans straightaway. 
Don’t wait. 

Stop getting nickeled and dimed 
with copious amounts of click 
charges. LoanServ is upfront about 
all things financial. 

Predictable, transparent pricing 

Process parameters and workflow configuration are 
under your control, improving your ability to address 
unique situations and manage outcomes. 



Elevate the borrowers’ experience and put them in 
control of their loan. LoanServ Account Connect provides 
a digital self-service portal for your borrowers to view 
documents and statements, make payments on amounts 
owed, manage their loan details, view payoff estimates, 
and more. Borrowers can access the portal on any device, 
from mobile to desktop, around the clock. Borrowers 
become more self-sufficient, increasing their satisfaction 
while you get fewer inbound calls resulting in cost 
savings. 

Addressing your need to eliminate simple requests from 
your call queue, LoanServ Account Connect frees up your 
agents to focus on more complicated servicing cases, 
improving the overall efficiency of your loan servicing 
operation. 

Lower servicing costs

•   Reduce call center traffic, in some cases up to 60%
•   Reduce outbound contact costs with push notifications 
•   Reduce marketing outreach costs with macro and   
     micro marketing features
•   Full integration into LoanServ from Sagent automates   
     follow-up actions saving you money
•   Reduce costs associated with printing and mailing   
     monthly statements

Improve your borrowers’ engagement 

•   Borrowers can access the most up-to-date information  
     at any time, using any device
•   Context-sensitive help and guided information build   
     borrower trust
•   Quick, clear, and complete information ensures a   
     smooth payment experience

•   Guest payment (third party pays amount with no           
     registration) satisfies borrower demands
•   A co-browse feature allows your staff to support           
     borrowers experiencing difficulties

Achieve greater borrower retention

Borrower intimacy can lead to greater borrower retention 
as they build a relationship of trust with you. Keeping the 
borrower satisfied and returning to you for their financing 
needs is easily managed with LoanServ Account Connect:

•   Manage custom workflows based on your policies        
     to provide best outcomes for the borrower
•   Control the available information and actions         
     presented to borrowers
•   Provide additional assistance with a simple co-       
     browsing feature 
•   Manage contact campaigns for cross-selling and        
     retention
•   Create custom borrower engagement views based        
     on campaign content

You are in control

The client administrative component allows you to be in 
complete control. LoanServ Account Connect carries your 
brand elements and much more:

•   Your brand graphics, colors, fonts, and process flow
•   Context sensitive help and frequently asked         
     questions (FAQs)
•   Rules-driven information displays
•   Rules-driven actions
•   Borrower activity logs and reports
•   Role-based admin security

LoanServ Account Connect



The Sagent difference

Power your loan servicing operation with a true partnership. Sagent Lending 
Technologies is open and receptive to your needs. Cultivating the latest 
market and industry information puts us in a position to advise and guide you 
towards the right decision for your unique business and your unique business 
needs. We’ll never dictate terms to you or tell you how to run your business. 
With Sagent, you’ll always be heard, have your specific needs met, and have 
an equal partner by your side to help you forge a path forward towards 
success. 

Sagent Lending Technologies realizes that you need to get today’s work done 
today, not a week or two later. This is why Sagent has built a community 
around LoanServ, where your input matters and where you and your business 
are a priority. If you need something done sooner rather than later, Sagent is 
the technology provider that hears you and makes it happen. 

About Sagent Lending Technologies
Newly independent and inspired by a vision of where lending technology is going, 
Sagent Lending Technologies brings an entrepreneurial energy to clients that’s 
grounded by industry-leading credibility. 

Today, we proudly carry forward a history rich in commitment to our clients and 
extensive experience within the mortgage and consumer lending space. Sagent 
values stronger partnerships, a sharper focus, and the ability to move swiftly and 
grow wisely.

Connect With Us
Call: (844) 724-3687  |   E-mail: info@sagentlending.com  |  Visit: sagentlending.com
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